A new low-dimensional parameterization based on principal component analysis (PCA) and convolutional neural networks (CNN) is developed to represent complex geological models. The CNN-PCA method is inspired by recent developments in computer vision using deep learning. CNN-PCA can be viewed as a generalization of an existing optimization-based PCA (O-PCA) method. Both CNN-PCA and O-PCA entail post-processing a PCA model to better honor complex geological features. In CNN-PCA, rather than use a histogram-based regularization as in O-PCA, a new regularization involving a set of metrics for multipoint statistics is introduced. The metrics are based on summary statistics of the nonlinear filter responses of geological models to a pre-trained deep CNN. In addition, in the CNN-PCA formulation presented here, a convolutional neural network is trained as an explicit transform function that can post-process PCA models quickly. CNN-PCA is shown to provide both unconditional and conditional realizations that honor the geological features present in reference SGeMS geostatistical realizations for a binary channelized system. Flow statistics obtained through simulation of random CNN-PCA models closely match results for random SGeMS models for a demanding case in which O-PCA models lead to significant discrepancies. Results for history matching are also presented. In this assessment CNN-PCA is applied with derivative-free optimization, and a subspace randomized maximum likelihood method is used to provide B Yimin Liu 123 726 Math Geosci (2019) 51:725-766 multiple posterior models. Data assimilation and significant uncertainty reduction are achieved for existing wells, and physically reasonable predictions are also obtained for new wells. Finally, the CNN-PCA method is extended to a more complex nonstationary bimodal deltaic fan system, and is shown to provide high-quality realizations for this challenging example.
Gaussian (Astrakova and Oliver 2015) representations to provide a low-dimensional model for multi-facies systems. This procedure entails truncation of the underlying PCA models and is thus non-differentiable. Hakim-Elahi and Jafarpour (2017) introduced a distance transformation to map a discrete facies model into a continuous distance model that could be parameterized with PCA. However, this technique, like the pluri-PCA procedure, is currently limited to discrete systems. Kernel PCA (KPCA) generalizes PCA through a kernel formulation that acts to preserve some multipoint spatial statistics (Sarma et al. 2008) . The optimization-based PCA (O-PCA) procedure essentially extends PCA with a post-processing step based on the single-point statistics (histogram) of the prior models Durlofsky 2014, 2015) . Regularized KPCA (R-KPCA) (Vo and Durlofsky 2016) can be viewed as a combination of KPCA and O-PCA. Emerick (2016) investigated the performance of PCA, KPCA, and O-PCA in the history matching of channelized reservoirs using an ensemble algorithm. In that study, O-PCA performed the best in terms of data assimilation and maintaining key geological features. In addition, although KPCA and R-KPCA have some theoretical advantages over O-PCA, it is not clear whether these more complex methods outperform O-PCA in problems of practical interest.
However, as illustrated later in this work, O-PCA does display limitations when applied to complex geomodels with little or no conditioning data. This is because O-PCA entails a post-processing of the underlying PCA model using what is essentially a point-wise histogram transformation. The ability of O-PCA to provide models consistent with the training image depends on the quality of the underlying PCA model, which in turn depends on the complexity of the training image and the amount of hard data available. The point-wise post-processing step does not substantially improve the ability of O-PCA to capture multipoint statistics. The CNN-PCA formulation introduced here employs features for capturing multipoint spatial correlations, which provides enhancement relative to O-PCA for non-Gaussian systems.
Recent successes in the application of deep learning for image processing have inspired the development of geological parameterization techniques based on algorithms that use deep neural networks. Among the many deep-learning procedures, the so-called deep generative models, which are used for constructing new images consistent with a set of training images, are of particular interest. Deep generative methods have been used for pore-scale model generation by Mosser et al. (2017 Mosser et al. ( , 2018 and Wang et al. (2018) . Two families of deep generative models were recently applied for reservoir-scale geological parameterization: generative adversarial network (GAN) models (Laloy et al. 2018; Elsheikh 2017, 2018; Dupont et al. 2018; Mosser et al. 2018 ) and autoencoder/variational autoencoder (AE/VAE) models (Laloy et al. 2017; Canchumuni et al. 2017 Canchumuni et al. , 2018 . These procedures take realizations of a low-dimensional random variable (called the latent variable) as input. Output corresponds to new geological realizations. The quality of these realizations was shown to be superior to those from existing algorithms such as PCA, O-PCA, and DCT.
In this study, an alternative deep-learning-based geological parameterization method, inspired by the 'fast neural style transfer' algorithm of Johnson et al. (2016) , is developed and applied. The new method, referred to as CNN-PCA, post-processes PCA realizations to obtain models that are consistent with original realizations or a reference training image. CNN-PCA can be viewed as a generalized O-PCA proce-dure that includes features for capturing multipoint spatial correlations. The metrics that enter the formulation are based on statistical quantities extracted from deep convolutional neural networks. The (somewhat) computationally demanding optimization component of the method is performed in an offline training process of a CNN called the model transform net, so the online generation of models (as required in history matching) is very fast. Extensions to handle bimodal models (as opposed to strictly binary models) are also presented. The PCA models underlying the CNN-PCA procedure preserve the target spatial structure up to two-point correlations, so transforming them to the final post-processed models is simpler than transforming from the latent variable, as required in the aforementioned deep generative methods. Therefore, the training of the model transform net is expected to be faster than training GAN and VAE models.
This paper proceeds as follows. In Sect. 2, the CNN-PCA procedure is presented as a generalization of O-PCA, in which convolutional neural networks are applied. Next, in Sect. 3, both unconditional and conditional realizations generated using CNN-PCA are presented for a binary channelized system. Connectivity statistics are introduced in Sect. 4, and these are used both to evaluate the quality of CNN-PCA realizations and for parameter selection. In Sect. 5, the accuracy of flow statistics obtained from CNN-PCA realizations is assessed by comparison with reference geostatistical (SGeMS) realizations as well as with O-PCA models. History matching is then performed in Sect. 6 to assess the ability of posterior CNN-PCA models to provide production forecasts for both existing wells and new wells. Next, in Sect. 7, CNN-PCA is extended to model a nonstationary bimodal deltaic fan system. Concluding remarks are presented in Sect. 8. The detailed architecture for the convolutional neural networks used in CNN-PCA is provided in the Appendix.
Convolutional Neural Network-Based Principal Component Analysis (CNN-PCA)
In this section the new geological parameterization, CNN-PCA, is developed. The method is presented as a generalized O-PCA procedure coupled with new treatments based on deep convolutional neural networks.
Optimization-Based Principal Component Analysis (O-PCA)
The uncertain rock properties that characterize a reservoir model, such as permeability and porosity, are often represented as random fields. In this paper, the geological model is denoted by m ∈ R N c ×1 , where N c is the number of grid blocks (computational cells). The spatial correlation structure to be captured in m is defined by the geological features in the reservoir. The basic idea of PCA, also referred to as the Karhunen-Loève expansion, is to represent the random field m using a set of variables ξ in a lower-dimensional subspace spanned by orthogonal basis components. PCA is highly efficient for dimension reduction and, as discussed below, enables the generation of new realizations of m by sampling ξ from a standard normal distribution. Here, a brief description of the PCA procedure is provided. Refer to Sarma et al. (2008) and Vo and Durlofsky (2014) for further details.
The first step in PCA is to generate a set of N r realizations of m using a geostatistical toolbox such as SGeMS (Remy et al. 2009 ). Note that throughout this paper, realizations generated using geostatistical simulation algorithms within SGeMS will be referred to as 'SGeMS realizations' or 'SGeMS models.' Next the SGeMS realizations are assembled into a centered data matrix
where Y ∈ R N c ×N r , m i ∈ R N c ×1 denotes realization i, andm ∈ R N c ×1 is the mean of all N r realizations. A singular-value decomposition is then performed on Y , which gives Y = U Σ V T , where U ∈ R N c ×N r is the left singular matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of Y Y T , Σ ∈ R N r ×N r is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the square root of the corresponding eigenvalues, and V ∈ R N r ×N r is the right singular matrix. Given U and Σ, new PCA realizations (m pca ) can be generated by
where U l ∈ R N c ×l contains the l columns in U that are associated with the largest eigenvalues, Σ l ∈ R l×l is a diagonal matrix containing the square roots of the corresponding eigenvalues in U l , and ξ ∈ R l×1 is a vector with elements drawn independently from the standard normal distribution. In practice, the variability of the random field m can often be captured using relatively few PCA components (columns in U ), which leads to l N c . The choice of l can be determined by applying an 'energy' criterion (Sarma et al. 2008) or through visual inspection.
PCA performs well for Gaussian random fields, whose spatial correlation structure can be fully characterized by two-point statistics (i.e., by the covariance matrix). However, for non-Gaussian models with spatial correlation characterized by multipoint statistics, PCA realizations constructed using Eq. 2 do not fully honor the geological features. O-PCA was developed by Vo and Durlofsky (2014) to provide improved performance for non-Gaussian models. The O-PCA formulation for binary systems will now be described. In such systems, the value of m is either 0 or 1, where, e.g., 0 represents mud (shale) facies and 1 represents sand (channel) facies. The detailed formulation for O-PCA for bimodal systems and three-facies systems is presented in Vo and Durlofsky (2015) .
For binary systems, the O-PCA model is constructed by solving the following minimization problem
Here, x ∈ R N c ×1 , x i represents the value in grid block i, and 1 ∈ R N c ×1 is a vector with all components equal to 1. Equation 3 defines a minimization problem for finding 1 the x vector that minimizes a loss function, consisting of two terms with a weight factor γ . The first term, ||U l Σ l ξ +m − x|| 2 2 , represents the difference between x and the underlying PCA model (Eq. 2), which ensures that the solution resembles the PCA description. The second term, x T (1 − x), is a regularization that is a minimum (zero) when x i is either 0 or 1. It thus acts to shift the solution towards a binary distribution. The separable (block-by-block) analytical solution of Eq. 3 is provided by Vo and Durlofsky (2014) . As discussed there, O-PCA realizations can be viewed as a postprocessing of the corresponding PCA realization through application of a block-wise histogram transformation.
The application of PCA and O-PCA to generate new realizations of a binary facies model will now be demonstrated. The conditional channelized system described in Vo and Durlofsky (2014) is considered. Figure 1 displays the training image, which characterizes the geological features (spatial correlation structure) and thus the multipoint statistics. The training image is defined on a 250 × 250 grid. In the first step, a total of N r = 1000 conditional SGeMS realizations are generated using the 'snesim' geostatistical algorithm (Strebelle 2002) . The model contains 60 × 60 grid blocks; therefore, N c = 3600. Figure 2a , d shows one SGeMS realization and the corresponding histogram of grid-block facies type. The red and blue colors in Fig. 2a correspond to sand and mud facies, respectively. The 16 white points indicate the well locations. There are three wells in mud facies and 13 wells in sand facies. All SGeMS realizations are conditioned to hard data at these well locations. The training image contains overlapping sinuous sand channels, with general orientation of about 45 • . The SGeMS realization ( Fig. 2a ) is seen to capture these features.
The PCA and O-PCA representations are constructed using a reduced dimension l = 70 for the PCA components (Eqs. 2 and 3). In O-PCA, the weighting factor γ is set to 0.8. These values correspond to values used by Vo and Durlofsky (2014) . Realizations obtained from PCA and O-PCA, and the associated histograms, are shown in Fig. 2 . Both the PCA and O-PCA models honor all hard data. However, the PCA model displays continuous values for the facies type and does not fully capture channel connectivity. In addition, the corresponding histogram of grid-block facies type ( Fig. 2e ) is essentially Gaussian, rather than near-binary. The O-PCA model, by contrast, displays a much sharper contrast between sand and mud facies, and the associated histogram is approximately binary (Fig. 2f ). In addition, the O-PCA model shows channel geometry and connectivity that is reasonably consistent with that in the SGeMS realization ( Fig. 2a ).
Generalized O-PCA
In the example above, the O-PCA procedure gives satisfactory results in terms of reproducing the histogram and the geological features evident in the training image. However, as mentioned earlier, O-PCA essentially performs histogram transformation of the PCA grid-block values, which only ensures reproduction of the histogram. As will be shown later, for more challenging cases when there are fewer or no conditioning (hard) data, O-PCA realizations may not adequately capture the spatial correlation structure inherent in the training image. This limitation of O-PCA for non-Gaussian models is expected, since Eq. 3 does not account for higher-order spatial correlations. The first term in the O-PCA equation, ||U l Σ l ξ +m − x|| 2 2 , penalizes O-PCA realizations that do not closely resemble the underlying PCA realizations, and these only honor two-point correlations. The regularization term, x T (1−x), is a metric based only on single-point statistics (histogram). This motivates the introduction of a generalized O-PCA formulation that incorporates multipoint spatial statistics.
This generalized O-PCA formulation is expressed as
where m pca (ξ ) denotes a PCA realization, and M ref denotes a reference model that honors the target spatial correlation structure. The objective function consists of two loss functions. The first loss function, L c (x, m pca (ξ )), referred to as the content loss, quantifies the 'closeness' between model x and m pca (ξ ) in terms of the content. Gatys et al. (2016) within the context of computer vision. For the 2D systems considered in this study, the new content and style losses correspond closely to those in the neural style transfer algorithm.
The high-level procedure for generalized O-PCA with CNN-based loss functions is as follows. For the content loss function, let F(m) be an encoded representation of the model m such that, if two models m 1 and m 2 have the same encoded representation (F(m 1 ) = F(m 2 )), then they should be perceived as having the same content. For instance, in the channelized system, if F(m 1 ) = F(m 2 ), then m 1 and m 2 should have approximately the same locations for sand and mud. The content loss is defined as
where N F is the number of elements in F(x) and F(m pca (ξ )), and the subscript Fr stands for Frobenius norm. Rather than directly using ||x − m pca (ξ )|| 2 2 as the content loss, the encoded representations are used because they are less sensitive to the blockby-block match between x and m pca (ξ ). In addition, this treatment has been shown to generate less noisy models.
To quantify the style loss, let {G k , k = 1, . . . , K } denote a set of statistical metrics that can effectively capture the spatial correlation structure of the random fields. In other words, if m and M ref produce the same outcome for all of these statistical measurements (G k (m) = G k (M ref ), ∀k = 1, . . . , K ), then m and M ref should be perceived as having the same spatial correlation structure. Specifically, the style loss is defined as
where N k is the number of elements in G k . Both the encoded representations F(m) and the statistical metrics G k are based on deep convolutional neural networks, described in more detail in Sect. 2.3. With the above content and style loss terms, the generalized O-PCA procedure is as follows. Starting with a PCA model m pca (ξ ) as the initial guess, Eqs. 5 and 6 are evaluated. The content loss for the initial guess is zero, since x = m pca (ξ ). However, the style loss for the initial guess is likely to be large, as the PCA model and the reference model M ref have quite different styles. The model x is then updated to reduce the style loss while also limiting the content loss. Gradient-based optimization algorithms can be applied to update x, because the gradient of the loss functions with respect to x can be readily obtained, as described below. The iterations continue until a stopping criterion, such as a maximum number of iterations, is reached. The model corresponding to the optimal solution preserves the content indicated in the PCA model and matches the style of M ref .
CNN-Based Loss Functions
The detailed treatments for the loss terms are now described, starting with the set of statistical metrics {G k , k = 1, . . . , K } used for the style loss. The purpose of these metrics is to explicitly characterize the spatial correlation structure of a spatial random field. The covariance matrix and experimental variogram are two such metrics for Gaussian models. However, for non-Gaussian models with multipoint correlations, obtaining effective metrics for the spatial correlation is not as straightforward. Note that although there are multipoint statistics simulation algorithms that can generate realistic realizations for non-Gaussian models, these algorithms do not generally provide explicit metrics that quantify how well the spatial correlation is honored.
Theoretically, the N th-order joint histogram of the model can fully capture the correlation of N points. However, even for models of relatively small size, the computational cost to obtain accurate estimates is prohibitive. A more practical approach, proposed by Dimitrakopoulos et al. (2010) , uses high-order experimental anisotropic cumulants calculated with predefined spatial templates. This approach can be viewed as an extension of two-point variograms for multipoint statistics. However, for different geological systems, different spatial templates need to be selected to effectively capture the spatial correlation.
Rather than using high-order statistical quantities of the original spatial random field, other treatments instead use low-order summary statistics of filter responses, obtained by scanning 'templates' through the spatial random field. In Zhang et al. (2006) , for example, it was shown that the histograms of linear filter responses obtained with simple templates are effective at classifying training images with different patterns. Figure 3 displays a binary channelized model m and the linear filter response map, denoted by F(m), obtained with a 3 × 3 template w (also referred to as a filter), and the histogram of F(m). The linear filtering process is accomplished by scanning m with the template w. At each location, the sum of the element-wise product of w and a local region of m is computed to obtain the value of the corresponding element in F(m). Away from the boundary, the mathematical formulation of this linear filtering is
where b is a constant referred to as bias (b = 0 in this example), subscripts i and j are x-and y-direction indices, and the size of the template is (2n + 1) × (2n + 1). This scanning process is also referred to as a convolution. For the boundary, zero-padding is used, where one row and one column of zeros are added on each boundary of m such that F(m) is of the same size as m. In this case, the simple template w acts to compute the x-direction gradient of m. The nonzero values in the resulting filter response F(m) indicate the edges (excluding edges aligned with the x-axis) between sand and mud. The histogram of F(m) can be used as a metric to characterize the edges in the system. This reflects an important aspect of the spatial correlation in channelized systems. A recent study by Gatys et al. (2015) in computer vision showed that summary statistics of the filter responses obtained with pre-trained deep convolutional neural networks can effectively characterize multipoint correlations in spatial random fields. In their case, the spatial random fields were images and the spatial correlation was depicted by texture images. A convolutional neural network consists of many convolutional layers. Each convolutional layer first performs linear filtering, similar to that described above, on the output from the previous layer (or on the input in the case of the first layer). Then a nonlinear activation function, which in the model transform net described below is ReLU (rectified linear unit, max(0, x)), is applied on the filter response maps to give the final output from the convolutional layer. This output is referred to as the 'activation' of the layer. Note that there are typically multiple filters applied at each convolutional layer. The filter response maps associated with the multiple filters are stacked into a third-order tensor. Thus the filters are also often third-order tensors. For a more detailed description of CNN, the reader is referred to Goodfellow et al. (2016) .
The CNN-based method in Gatys et al. (2015) can be viewed as an extension of the linear filtering method described above. The improvements are mainly twofold. First, instead of using relatively few hand-crafted templates (filters), a CNN contains a large number of filters obtained automatically through a training process. Second, rather than using linear filtering, each convolutional layer involves a nonlinear filtering process. The activation at different convolutional layers can be viewed as a set of multiscale nonlinear filter responses. In the context of computer vision, the statistical metrics {G k , k = 1, . . . , K } are based on the nonlinear filter responses of the models to a deep CNN pre-trained on image classification. After a CNN is trained for classifying images, the filters at each convolutional layer are capable of capturing different characteristics of the input image. It will be shown that CNNs trained with images are also directly applicable for 2D geological models.
Although not considered in this study, the use of CNNs to characterize multipoint statistics can be extended to 3D models. Potential approaches include layer-by-layer treatments, which may be appropriate when the correlation in the vertical direction is relatively weak (as is often observed in reservoir models). A more general technique is to train a convolutional neural network to capture the full spatial correlation structure of the 3D model. These approaches will be investigated in future work.
For 2D Cartesian models, m can be written as a matrix of dimensions N x ×N y , where N x and N y denote the number of grid blocks in the x-and y-directions. Following the RGB format for images, m is converted into a third-order tensor of size N x × N y × 3 by first replicating m three times along the third dimension, and then multiplying by 255 such that, in this case, the elements of m are mapped approximately to the range [0, 255]. The pre-trained CNN for extracting the nonlinear filter responses is the VGG-16 (16-layer) network (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) , trained for image classification over the ImageNet data set (Deng et al. 2009 ).
Following suggestions in Johnson et al. (2016) , activations are extracted at four specific layers k ∈ κ = {2, 4, 7, 10}, as shown in Fig. 4 . The activation at layer k, denoted by φ k (m), is a third-order tensor of size N x,k × N y,k × N z,k , where N x,k and N y,k are the dimensions of φ k (m) along the x-and y-directions, and N z,k is the number of filters in convolutional layer k. Next, φ k (m) is reshaped (meaning the components are rearranged) into a so-called feature matrix F k (m) of size N z,k × N c,k , where N c,k = N x,k × N y,k is the number of elements in each filter response map.
The uncentered covariance matrices of the nonlinear filter responses are referred to as Gram matrices, G k (m) ∈ R N z,k ×N z,k (Gatys et al. 2016 ). These are defined as
Gram matrices thus defined have been shown to represent a set of effective statistical metrics for characterizing the multipoint correlation of m. In fact, the style loss is defined in terms of these G k as follows
Note that the dimensions of x and M ref can be different, but those of G k (x) and
where N z,k depends only on the architecture of the CNN and is invariant to the input dimension. For the content loss, the nonlinear filter responses (feature matrices) F k (m) provide encoded representations of m that capture the content in m. As described in Gatys et al. (2016) , with increasing layer index k, the feature matrices F k (m) encode larger-scale content and become less sensitive to the exact element-wise values in m. Therefore, following the treatment of Johnson et al. (2016) , the nonlinear filter response at the fourth layer is used to construct the content loss. This was shown to provide a reasonable balance between large-scale content and small-scale details. The precise form for the content loss term is thus
Combining Eqs. 4, 9, and 10, the generalized O-PCA formulation with CNN-based feature representation can be written as
The goal, for a given realization of ξ , is to obtain an optimal model x that minimizes the weighted sum of the distance to the underlying PCA model m pca (ξ ), in terms of the feature matrices, and the distance to the reference model M ref , in terms of the Gram matrices. During this optimization, the cell-by-cell values of x are modified. The gradient of the loss function with respect to x can be readily computed using back-propagation through the VGG-16 net, so gradient-based minimization strategies can be used for this problem. The initial guess is typically set to be either a random noise model or the PCA model m pca (ξ ). The optimization in Eq. 11 is still computationally demanding, since evaluating the objective function and its gradient requires forward and backward passes through a deep CNN. During history matching, where ξ is updated many times, this approach becomes inefficient, as it requires solving this optimization problem a large number of times. Therefore, in this study, Eq. 11 is not used to generate realizations. Instead, following the idea proposed in Johnson et al. (2016) , a more efficient algorithm, CNN-PCA, is formulated. In CNN-PCA, a separate CNN is trained to form an explicit transform function that post-processes PCA realizations very quickly, thus avoiding the time-consuming optimization in Eq. 11. The CNN-PCA treatment is now described.
CNN-PCA Procedure
The optimization in Eq. 11 can be interpreted as a post-processing of the underlying PCA model to match the pattern of the target training image. In other words, Eq. 11 defines an implicit mapping from the PCA model to the post-processed model. Mapping each PCA model to its corresponding post-processed model requires solving the computationally demanding optimization in Eq. 11. It would be much more efficient if an explicit mapping function could be obtained such that the post-processing of a PCA model required only an explicit function evaluation.
The idea here is to accomplish such a mapping by using an alternative CNN, which takes PCA models as input and provides post-processed models as output. This CNN is referred to as the model transform net and is denoted by f W , where the subscript W represents the parameters in the network. Following the well-designed network architecture proposed in Johnson et al. (2016) , the model transform net consists of 16 convolutional layers and includes a total of 1,668,865 parameters. The detailed architecture of the model transform net is specified in the Appendix.
The training process for the model transform net involves a minimization problem similar to the generalized O-PCA procedure described earlier (Eq. 11). The difference is that rather than directly obtaining an optimal post-processed model for each particular PCA realization, the idea here is to obtain optimal model-transform-net parameters such that the resulting models display small content and style losses. The first step of the training process is to construct a training set of N t random PCA models, generated by sampling ξ from the standard normal distribution and then applying Eq. 2. These PCA models are then fed through the initial model transform net (with random parameters) to obtain the post-processed models f W (m i pca ), i = 1, 2, . . . , N t . Next, the content and style losses for each pair of (corresponding) PCA and post-processed models are quantified. The parameters in the model transform net are then modified to minimize the average combined loss over the training set. This training process is described by the following minimization
where the decision variable W denotes the parameters in the model transform net, and the loss function in Eq. 12 is the average over the training set. For each pair of PCA and post-processed models, the loss function is the same as in Eq. 11. Note that the training of the model transform net is an unsupervised learning process, as there is no pre-defined 'true' or 'reference' post-processed model provided for each PCA model in the training set. In Eq. 12, can both be pre-computed and reused during the minimization, since these involve (respectively) only the training image and the PCA training realizations, which do not change during the optimization. To reiterate, during this training procedure, the goal is to determine the parameters associated with the model transform net f W . This is in contrast to the optimization in Eq. 11, where the goal was to vary the cell-by-cell values of x. The current optimization (Eq. 12) does however involve quantities from the VGG-16 network, which is also used for Eq. 11. Figure 5 illustrates the procedure for evaluating content and style losses, for one PCA model in the training set, for the binary channelized system. The PCA model m pca is fed through the model transform net to obtain the post-processed model f W (m pca ).
Next m pca , f W (m pca ) and the reference model M ref are converted into a third-order tensor of size N x × N y × 3, and their components are mapped to the range [0, 255], as described above. These are then fed through the VGG-16 network to extract the feature matrices F k and compute the Gram matrices G k , k ∈ κ. In this case, the reference model M ref is the training image ( Fig. 1 
which is different from the size of the models. Note that the post-processed model f W (m pca ), shown in Fig. 5 , is obtained with the optimal model transform net.
The gradient of the objective function with respect to W can be readily computed using back-propagation through the CNN. The adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) algorithm, which has been proven effective for optimizing various deep neural networks, is used as the optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) . ADAM represents one approach for the stochastic gradient descent method. In stochastic gradient descent and its variants, the gradient at each iteration is approximated using mini-batches of the training set rather than the entire training set at once. In other words, at each iteration, the average loss in Eq. 12 is evaluated over a small batch of N b PCA models selected from the training set, where N b is the batch size. The rate at which decision variables are updated at each iteration is controlled by the learning rate l r . Fig. 6 . Note that the transformation through the model transform net is differentiable. The derivative ∂ f W (m pca )/∂m pca can be obtained using back-propagation through the model transform net. This enables the direct calculation of ∂ f W (m pca )/∂ξ (using the chain rule and the fact that ∂m pca /∂ξ = U l Σ l ). Although gradient-free history matching is applied in this study (as described in Sect. 6), for more efficient gradient-based methods, ∂ f W (m pca )/∂ξ is required. A significant advantage of this approach is that it provides the necessary derivative.
It can be seen in Fig. 6 that f W (m pca ) is not strictly binary. A final histogram transformation can be applied, if desired, to ensure that the post-processed models are binary or very close to binary. Since gradient-free history matching is used in this work, a simple non-differentiable hard-thresholding step, with a cutoff value of 0.5, is applied here. Application of a differentiable histogram transformation will preserve the differentiability of the CNN-PCA procedure. As discussed in the extension of CNN-PCA to bimodal systems in Sect. 7, one option is to use O-PCA as a final post-processing step.
The overall CNN-PCA procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. The CNN-PCA algorithm used here is modified from an open-source implementation (Kadian 2018) of the procedure in Johnson et al. (2016) within the PyTorch Python library (Paszke et al. 2017) . In PyTorch and many other deep-learning frameworks, back-propagation through neural networks for computing gradients can be readily accomplished using auto-differentiation.
Hard Data Loss
Hard data refer to measurements of static geological properties, such as the permeability values, at particular locations (typically at exploration and production wells). The ability to honor available hard data is an important aspect of any geological parameterization method. PCA and O-PCA models honor all hard data if the original ensemble of realizations used to construct the PCA representation honors these data. The deep-learning-based models in Dupont et al. (2018) and Mosser et al. (2018) utilize an additional loss term that penalizes discrepancies between the output models and hard data. An alternative approach was proposed by Chan and Elsheikh (2018) . They trained an inference net to sample latent variable realizations that only generate con- Feed m pca (ξ ) through the trained model transform net to obtain f W (m pca (ξ )), and apply a final histogram transformation to obtain the CNN-PCA model m cnn (ξ ) ditional realizations (when fed to a GAN originally trained to generate unconditional realizations).
In this study, although the CNN-PCA models m cnn are post-processed from m pca , training the model transform net with Eq. 12 does not guarantee that all hard data will be honored. To address this issue, an additional hard data loss term is introduced. This treatment is similar to that in Dupont et al. (2018) and Mosser et al. (2018) . The CNN-PCA minimization for conditional systems is now given by
Here, γ h is a weighting factor, referred to as the hard data weight, for the new loss L h . This hard data loss is given by
where h ∈ R N c ×1 is a hard data indicator vector, with h j = 1 meaning there are hard data for grid block j and h j = 0 meaning there are no hard data for grid block j, the square difference (m i pca − f W (m i pca )) 2 is evaluated component by component (to give a vector), and N h is the number of hard data values specified. Note that this treatment for hard data loss is general and can be used for any amount and spatial distribution of hard data. The value of γ h is found through numerical experimentation. Specifically, in this study, γ h is determined such that all hard data are correctly honored over a large set of CNN-PCA models. The impact of γ h will be illustrated in Sect. 4.2.
Model Generation Using CNN-PCA
In this and the following sections, CNN-PCA performance is assessed through a variety of evaluations. These assessments somewhat follow those presented in Vo and Durlofsky (2014) , in that the (visual) quality of random CNN-PCA realizations is first considered, then static connectivity measures are presented, then flow responses for an ensemble of models are assessed, and finally history matching results are evaluated. In the assessment in this section, CNN-PCA will be applied to generate new models for the binary system considered in Sect. 2.1. Both unconditional and conditional models will be compared with O-PCA realizations. The values used for γ s and γ h in this section are determined heuristically. More formal procedures for these determinations will be described in Sect. 4.
Unconditional Realizations
Conditional realizations generated from SGeMS, PCA, and O-PCA for a binary system (Fig. 2) were presented in Sect. 2.1. The focus now is on the generation of unconditional realizations. The training image and model setup are the same as described in Sect. 2.1. A total of N r = 1000 SGeMS unconditional realizations ( Fig. 7 ) are generated and used to construct the PCA representation (Eq. 2), with a reduced dimension l = 70. For the O-PCA representation (Eq. 3), a weighting factor of γ = 0.8 is used (Vo and Durlofsky 2014) . Note that the same set of SGeMS realizations is used for PCA, O-PCA, and CNN-PCA model construction. Figure 8 displays two random PCA model realizations and the corresponding O-PCA and CNN-PCA models. It is evident that the O-PCA models (Fig. 8b, e ) display sharper features than the corresponding PCA models (Fig. 8a, d) . However, the channels in the O-PCA models lack the degree of connectivity evident in the training image Fig. 1 ) and in the SGeMS realization (Fig. 7) . In addition, the channel width in the training image is very consistent, while in the O-PCA realizations, large variations are evident in Fig. 8b , e. These behaviors were also observed by Vo and Durlofsky (2014) . CNN-PCA realizations are generated following Algorithm 1. The first step is to train the model transform net. The training set consists of N t = 3000 random PCA realizations (Eq. 2). The value of the style weight γ s was investigated over a range from 0.05 to 3. Based on visual inspection, a value of γ s = 0.3 was found to provide CNN-PCA models with the best balance between resemblance to the PCA models and consistency with the training image (additional values of γ s are considered below and in Sect. 4). The model transform net was then trained with the ADAM algorithm for a total of 2250 iterations, with a batch size of N b = 4 and a learning rate of l r = 0.001. The values of these parameters were obtained through numerical experiments. The training process requires around 3 minutes with one GPU (NVIDIA Tesla K80) for this case. With the trained model transform net, new CNN-PCA models are generated following steps 8 and 9 in Algorithm 1. Figure 8c , f shows the CNN-PCA realizations corresponding to the PCA realizations in Fig. 8a, d . It is clear that the binary features and the channel width and connectivity show significant improvement relative to the PCA and O-PCA realizations. In addition, the relative locations of sand and mud in the CNN-PCA realizations are consistent with the trends in the corresponding PCA realizations. These comparison results demonstrate that CNN-PCA realizations can better preserve the geological features displayed in the training image (Fig. 1) . This suggests that the CNN-PCA formulation described in Sect. 2.4 is indeed able to capture higher-order spatial statistics. The impact of style weight γ s on CNN-PCA models is now illustrated (a quantitative assessment will be presented in Sect. 4). In general, small γ s leads to models that closely resemble the corresponding PCA models but display incorrect spatial correlation, while large γ s values have the opposite effect. In addition, the variability in CNN-PCA realizations collapses (i.e., all of the CNN-PCA realizations become similar) when using overly large γ s . This is referred to as mode collapse and has been observed in previous deep generative models such as GAN (Arjovsky et al. 2017 ). These observations are apparent in Fig. 9 . Realizations constructed using a small style weight of γ s = 0.05, shown in Fig. 9a, b , are basically block-wise mappings of the underlying PCA models (Fig. 8a, d) . They display relatively poor channel continuity and inconsistent channel width. With a large style weight of γ s = 3, the CNN-PCA realizations do not honor the general sand and mud locations indicated in the corresponding PCA models. They also show less variability in terms of channel geometry. A value of γ s = 0.3, used in this study, is seen to provide realizations (Fig. 8c, f) that represent an appropriate balance between the two loss functions.
Conditional Realizations
The generation of CNN-PCA realizations conditioned to hard data (facies type at well locations) is now considered. The setup is the same as that considered earlier in Sect. 2.1. The training image applied in Sect. 2.1 is again used here, and it is also assumed that hard data are available at 16 well locations, as in Vo and Durlofsky (2014) . The hard data locations are indicated by the white points in Fig. 10 . Three wells are located in mud and the other 13 wells are located in sand. Conditional models are constructed as follows. First, N r = 1000 conditional SGeMS realizations that honor all hard data are generated. These are used to construct the PCA representation, again with a reduced dimension of l = 70. Then, 200 PCA realizations and corresponding O-PCA realizations are generated. As noted in Sect. 2.5, these models honor all of the hard data. The setup for training the model transform net in CNN-PCA is the same as in the previous section, except that the hard data loss function (Eqs. 13 and 14) is now included. The hard data weight γ h is set to 16 based on numerical experimentation and the criterion given in Sect. 2.5. A total of 200 CNN-PCA models are then generated by post-processing the 200 PCA realizations with the trained model transform net.
In this case, each of the 200 CNN-PCA models also honors all of the hard data. This demonstrates that the CNN-PCA procedure is able to generate conditional real- 
Connectivity Measures and Formal Selection of Weights
In this section, a quantitative measure for channel connectivity is introduced. This metric is then used to assess the quality of CNN-PCA and O-PCA realizations relative to reference SGeMS realizations. The use of this (fast to compute) static quantity for formally determining γ s and γ h is then described.
Connectivity Measure for Channel Continuity
In Sect. 3, the visual consistency between CNN-PCA models and SGeMS models was demonstrated. In this section, a metric referred to as the two-point connectivity function (CF) is applied to formalize this assessment. CF quantifies the proportion of cell (pixel) pairs that are connected through a continuous sand channel. For a twodimensional system, the connectivity function for model k is defined as
Here N x and N y are the number of grid blocks in the x and y directions, v 1 and v 2 indicate the direction between the cell pairs, and the lag h specifies the distance between the cell pairs. The denominator P counts the total number of cell pairs along the specified direction and distance, i.e.,
The numerator C counts the number of cell pairs connected via continuous sand along the specified direction and distance
Here, m k i, j ↔ m k i+hv 1 , j+hv 2 indicates that cells m k i, j and m k i+hv 1 , j+hv 2 are connected via continuous sand. More specifically, m k i, j ↔ m k i+hv 1 , j+hv 2 means that there exists a sequence of connected grid blocks in the sand facies between these two cells. By 'connected' we mean that adjacent cells in the sequence share an edge (not a corner). The connectivity function defined in Eq. 15 is modified from the connectivity or cluster functions described in Torquato et al. (1988) and Pardo-Igúzquiza and Dowd (2003) , in that the denominator here includes all cell pairs instead of just pairs with both points in the same facies. This form was found to provide smoother curves, which is important for the error metric defined below.
Following the same setup as in Sect. 3.1, 200 new unconditional PCA realizations and corresponding O-PCA and CNN-PCA realizations (with style weight γ s = 0.3) are generated. In addition, 200 new unconditional SGeMS realizations are generated as reference models. The connectivity functions in three directions, namely in the x-direction (v 1 = 1, v 2 = 0), the y-direction (v 1 = 0, v 2 = 1), and along the diagonal y = x (v 1 = v 2 = 1), are computed for each of these models. Because the connectivity function considered here is strictly applicable only for binary systems, the O-PCA models (which have values between 0 and 1) are mapped to binary models using hard thresholding, with a cutoff value of 0.5, before computing the connectivity function. Figure 11 displays the P10, P50, and P90 results for the connectivity function for the different sets of models. The solid curves correspond to the P50 results, and the lower and upper dashed curves to the P10 and P90 results. The P50 CF value (and similarly for P10 and P90 values) at a particular lag corresponds to the 50th percentile (over the 200 realizations) in the results at that value of h. The upper set of figures In particular, consistent with the earlier visual assessment, the O-PCA models are seen to underestimate the connectivity function in all three directions at all lags greater than 10 grid blocks. The CNN-PCA models, by contrast, display long-range connectivity functions that essentially track those of the SGeMS models.
Formal Selection of Weights
In the previous sections, the style weight γ s was selected heuristically based on a visual inspection of CNN-PCA realizations. In this section, a more formal strategy for selecting style weight, which uses the connectivity function introduced above, will be presented. Unlike the style weight, which has a global impact on model character, the effect of hard data weight γ h is much more limited. Therefore, it seems reasonable to adopt a sequential selection scheme, in which the style weight γ s is determined first, with the hard data weight γ h set to zero. Then, given this 'optimal' γ s , the appropriate value of γ h is determined. As discussed in Sect. 3.1, if γ s is too small, the CNN-PCA models do not preserve key spatial patterns, and if it is too large, the models lose variability and do not resemble the underlying PCA models (this is due to the mode collapse problem noted earlier). Both of these effects can be quantified using the connectivity function defined in Eq. 15. This is illustrated in Fig. 12a, b , where results are presented for small (0.01) and large (3.0) values of γ s . With reference to the P50 (solid) curves in Fig. 12a , it is evident that connectivity is underestimated with γ s = 0.01. In addition, the 'clustering' of the CNN-PCA P10, P50, and P90 curves (relative to the SGeMS curves) in Fig. 12b demonstrates that variability is reduced substantially using γ s = 3.0. Given that the connectivity function is able to quantify errors associated with toosmall and too-large γ s values, it is reasonable to propose its use for the determination of the 'optimal' γ s . Specifically, the optimal γ s can be taken to be the γ s value that minimizes the mismatch between reference (SGeMS) and CNN-PCA results for CF. The mismatch, computed as the sum of the 2-norm distances between the connectivity function quantile curves (denoted by Q), is defined as
where n denotes one of the nine specific quantile curves (P10, P50, P90 curves in each of the three directions considered). In this computation, each Q n curve is represented as a vector of dimension N p = 45. Results for ERR(γ s ) are shown in Fig. 12c . Ten γ s values ranging from 0.01 to 3.0 are considered. For each case, 200 unconditional CNN-PCA realizations are generated from the same set of 200 PCA realizations. As expected, both small and large values of γ s lead to a relatively large mismatch. Interestingly, the minimum mismatch is achieved with γ s = 0.3, which was the value determined heuristically in Sect. 3. This consistency is fortuitous, however, and the quantitative approach presented here should be viewed as the recommended procedure.
The determination of the hard data weight γ h is now considered. As discussed in Sect. 2.5, the idea is to use a large enough value of γ h such that (essentially) all hard data are honored for a large set of CNN-PCA realizations. Values of γ h = 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 100 for the system described in Sect. 3.2 are considered. Based on the assessment above, the style weight γ s is set to 0.3. For each case, 200 CNN-PCA models, corresponding to the same set of 200 conditional PCA models, are generated. There is thus a total of 16 × 200 = 3200 hard data values in these models. The percentage of hard data values preserved in the CNN-PCA models, as a function of γ h , is shown in Fig. 13 . Since CNN-PCA models are post-processed from conditional PCA realizations, even without the hard data loss term (i.e., γ h = 0), more than 98% of the hard data are honored. As γ h increases, the percentage of preserved hard data reaches 100%. In general, it is not guaranteed that this percentage stays at exactly 100% as γ h is further increased (though it is expected to be very close). In addition, if γ h is taken to be very large, the variability in the CNN-PCA models can collapse. This is observed in this case for γ h = 1000. Therefore, it is recommended that the smallest γ h be used such that (essentially) all hard data are correctly honored over a large set of CNN-PCA models.
Using the procedures described in this section to determine γ s and γ h , multiple iterations of the training process will be required. This should not be of major concern, however, since the training of the CNN-PCA model transform net (the only step that needs to be repeated) is reasonably efficient. In addition, strategies such as early stopping (meaning training for a relatively small number of epochs) could be adopted. Coarse-tuning, in which promising ranges of γ s or γ h are first identified, and then a more refined search is performed, could also provide computational savings.
Although not investigated here, training the model transform net and optimizing the weights is expected to be scalable to larger and more realistic geological models, for several reasons. First, the model transform net uses all convolutional layers (see Appendix), so the number of parameters will not increase significantly for larger models. Second, the number of γ s and γ h values evaluated in weight selection is not expected to increase with larger models. Third, training and weight selection are naturally parallelizable, so elapsed time can be managed by using more GPUs. Finally, it is expected that the optimal values for γ s and γ h obtained for a given case will represent reasonable starting points for subsequent cases in which the scenario (or training image) is updated and/or more hard data become available. 
Flow Simulation with Random CNN-PCA Realizations
In this section, the flow statistics (e.g., P10, P50, P90 responses) associated with an ensemble of CNN-PCA and O-PCA models are compared to those for reference SGeMS models. Comparisons of flow responses between O-PCA and SGeMs models were performed by Vo and Durlofsky (2014) . In that study, O-PCA was found to provide flow statistics in reasonable agreement with SGeMS for models with a relatively large amount of conditioning data. However, in the absence of conditioning data, or when such data are sparse, the flow responses for O-PCA models are less accurate.
Here, a conditional system with a small amount of conditioning data is considered. This is a particularly challenging case since production wells are far from injection wells, so maintaining channel continuity in the geomodel strongly influences flow response.
The reservoir model is defined on a 60 × 60 grid. Grid blocks are of size 50 m in the x-and y-directions, and 10 m in the z-direction. The binary facies model represents a conditional channelized system, with hard data at two injection wells (I1 and I2) and two production wells (P1 and P2), as shown in Fig. 14. All four wells are located in sand. The same setup as in Sect. 3.2 is used to construct the PCA, O-PCA and CNN-PCA models, except the hard data weight γ h for CNN-PCA is 10 in this case. A smaller γ h may be required here than in the earlier example because there are fewer hard data to honor in this case. A total of 200 (new) random PCA realizations and corresponding O-PCA and CNN-PCA realizations are generated. For the SGeMS models, a new set of 200 realizations generated with 'snesim' is used.
The binary facies model m denotes the grid-block facies type, with m i = 1 indicating sand and m i = 0 indicating mud in block i. The grid-block porosity is specified
where φ s = 0.25 is the sand porosity and φ m = 0.15 is the mud porosity. Grid-block permeability (taken to be isotropic) is specified as k i = a exp(bm i ), where the two constants are a = 2 md and b = ln 1000. This results in permeability values of 2000 md for sand and 2 md for mud, which corresponds to a strong contrast between facies. Note that this contrast is 10 times that in Vo and Durlofsky (2014) , where permeabilities of 2000 md for sand and 20 md for mud were used. Figure 14 shows one random realization from each method. The SGeMS and CNN-PCA realizations display continuous channels connecting the producers and injectors. In the O-PCA realization (Fig. 14b) , however, the channels are not as continuous, and I1 is not connected to P1. In the overall set of 200 realizations, the probability of producers being connected to injectors is higher for CNN-PCA and SGeMS models than for O-PCA models. This will be seen to have a strong impact on the flow statistics.
Two-phase oil-water flow is considered in all of the simulations presented in this study. The relative permeability curves are shown in Fig. 15 . Initial oil and water saturations are 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. Water viscosity is constant at 0.31 cp. Oil viscosity is 0.29 cp at the initial reservoir pressure of 325 bar. The two water injectors and the two producers operate at constant bottom-hole pressures (BHPs) of 335 bar and 315 bar. The simulation time frame is taken to be 5000 days. This period is sufficiently long such that the producers that are connected to injectors through sand will experience water breakthrough. Note that the use of BHP control for all wells, rather than the specification of injection rates as in Vo and Durlofsky (2014) , poses a more stringent test of the models. This is because the prediction quantities of interest here are phase production rates, and these rates can show large errors if channel connectivity is not maintained. Figure 16 displays the P10, P50, and P90 responses for oil and water production rates obtained from the SGeMS, O-PCA, and CNN-PCA models. The P90 result for a particular quantity (and similarly for P10 and P50 results) at a particular time corresponds to the 90th percentile in the response at that time. At different times, the P90 response is associated with different models. The P50 results are shown in Fig. 16 as solid curves, while the P10 and P90 results are shown as dashed curves. Figure 16a , c compares O-PCA results (blue curves) to reference SGeMS results (red curves) for field oil and water rates. Significant differences are evident for this challenging case, and O-PCA results are seen to consistently under-predict oil and water rates. These discrepancies are due to the lack of channel connectivity in many of the O-PCA realizations, and the fact that the wells in these simulations are under BHP control.
CNN-PCA flow responses, shown in Fig. 16b, d (black curves) , are much closer to the reference SGeMS results. Although a slight over-prediction in water rate is evident in Fig. 16d , these results are overall very accurate. With reference to the P50 water rate curves, it is interesting to note that the SGeMS results display two periods of sharper increase in rate. The first such period is at around 1000 days, when the initial breakthrough occurs, while the second is at around 3000 days, corresponding to breakthrough at the second well. This behavior is captured accurately by the CNN-PCA models, indicating that the impact of channel connectivity is correctly captured. The fact that the CNN-PCA P10 and P90 oil and water rate results also agree with the SGeMS results suggests that the variability in the ensemble of 200 models does indeed correspond to that in the SGeMS models. This is an important observation, since it is possible to generate models that are channelized but do not display the appropriate degree of variability (e.g., by specifying a large value for γ s , as discussed previously). Figure 17 presents the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for cumulative oil and water produced over the entire simulation time frame (5000 days) for SGeMS, O-PCA, and CNN-PCA models. In general, CNN-PCA and SGeMS results match closely, though some discrepancy is evident in the water CDFs. The O-PCA models significantly underestimate cumulative production, and about 25% of the models do not predict any water production at the end of the simulation time frame (Fig. 17b) . This is again due to the lack of channel connectivity in the O-PCA realizations. We reiterate that this problem setup represents a much more difficult case than those considered in Vo and Durlofsky (2014) , for several reasons. Specifically, (1) very little conditioning data are used here, (2) the permeability contrast is an order of magnitude larger in the current setup, and (3) all wells are under BHP control in this example. As noted earlier, O-PCA performs well for less extreme cases. For example, with more hard data, channels are better resolved by the underlying PCA representation, leading to more accurate connectivity in O-PCA models. In addition, under rate control, errors in phase flow rates are typically smaller (though BHP errors may then be significant). It is noteworthy, however, that CNN-PCA performs well even for this more extreme case.
History Matching Using CNN-PCA
Results in the previous section showed that random CNN-PCA models, generated by sampling the lower-dimensional variable ξ from the standard normal distribution, provide flow statistics in close agreement with those from SGeMS models. While SGeMS models are generated from a nonparametric algorithm, the CNN-PCA models are associated with uncorrelated lower-dimensional variables that can be conveniently varied to generate models that match observed production data. The use of CNN-PCA for history matching and posterior uncertainty quantification is now described.
History Matching Procedure
After applying a geological parameterization that maps model parameters m to lowdimensional variables ξ , the history matching process involves finding the values of ξ that minimize the mismatch between simulation results and observed data. The randomized maximum likelihood (RML) method has been shown to be effective at providing reasonably accurate estimates of posterior uncertainty. In this approach, multiple posterior models are obtained by performing multiple minimizations with perturbed objective functions (Kitanidis 1986; Oliver 1996) . Vo and Durlofsky (2015) provided a detailed description of RML-based subspace history matching for generating multiple posterior samples of ξ (and thus m) . The minimization problem is expressed as
(19) This objective function consists of two terms. The first term, referred to as the data mismatch, is a weighted square mismatch that quantifies the difference between simulated data d(m(ξ )) and (perturbed) observation data d * obs . Evaluating d(m(ξ ) ) involves mapping ξ to the model parameter m, which is then used to calculate reservoir properties. Simulated flow responses (e.g., well rates and BHPs) at selected time points are then extracted to form d(m(ξ )). The measurement errors for the observed data are assumed to be independent and to follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution with zero mean and diagonal covariance matrix C d . In RML, the observed data are perturbed with random noise sampled from N (0, C d ).
The second term, referred to as the model mismatch, is a regularization term that acts to constrain ξ to be close to a random prior realization ξ * sampled from the standard normal distribution. Multiple minimizations are performed, each with different random realizations of d * obs and ξ * , to obtain multiple posterior models. Simulation results obtained from these posterior models are used to estimate the posterior uncertainty of the production forecast.
Note finally that in CNN-PCA, m(ξ ) is given by
where f W represents the model transform net. Recall that the model transform net is trained in the offline process, during which weights γ s and γ h are determined such that an accurate connectivity function is recovered and hard data are consistently honored. Thus, the time-consuming (offline) aspects of the CNN-PCA procedure are all completed prior to the history matching computations. For this reason, the additional online cost (i.e., during history matching) of CNN-PCA relative to PCA or O-PCA is negligible.
Problem Setup
The setup used for history matching is very similar to that considered for flow assessment in Sect. 5. The reservoir model is again a 2D channelized system defined on a 60 × 60 grid. Here, however, the two injection wells are located around the center of the model, as shown in Fig. 18 , and the simulation time frame is only 2000 days. Injection and production well BHPs are set to 335 bar and 315 bar, respectively. In a later stage, new production wells will be introduced in the upper-right corner of The setup for constructing conditional O-PCA and CNN-PCA representations is the same as described previously. A total of N r = 1000 conditional SGeMS realizations are generated to construct the PCA representation, with reduced dimension of l = 70. The SGeMS realizations are conditioned to hard data at the four wells, all of which are in sand. One SGeMS realization is randomly selected as the 'true' facies model (Fig. 18a ). This realization is not included in the models used to construct the PCA basis. In constructing CNN-PCA, N t = 3000 random PCA realizations are used to train the model transform net. The weighting factors in Eq. 13 are γ s = 0.3 and γ h = 4. A lower γ h value may be required here than in Sect. 5 since the wells are closer (and thus the hard data tend to be honored more easily).
Parameters for the flow simulations are as described in Sect. 5. The history-match parameters (components of ξ ) provide m i , i = 1, . . . , N c , from which grid-block properties are computed as φ i = φ s m i + φ m (1 − m i ) and k i = a exp(bm i ), with constants as given in Sect. 5. Observed data include water injection rate and oil and water production rates over the first 1000 days, recorded every 100 days. The total number of data points is N d = 60. Observed data are generated using simulation results for the true model (Fig. 18a) , perturbed with independent random noise following a Gaussian distributions with zero mean. The standard deviation for the random noise is set to be 10% of the corresponding true data, with a minimum value of 2 m 3 /day. A total of 30 posterior (history-matched) models are generated to quantify uncertainty using the subspace RML procedure described in Eq. 19.
A derivative-free optimization method is applied here to solve the minimization problem defined in Eq. 19. This type of approach is nonintrusive with respect to the simulator, so it can be readily used with any subsurface flow simulator. As discussed in Sect. 2.4, the CNN-PCA representation is differentiable when the final hard-thresholding step is replaced with a differentiable transformation. The algorithm can then be applied in conjunction with efficient adjoint-gradient-based methods, as was done with O-PCA in Vo and Durlofsky (2015) .
The derivative-free optimizer used here is the hybrid PSO-MADS algorithm developed by Isebor et al. (2014) . This approach combines particle swarm optimization (PSO), which is a global stochastic search algorithm, with mesh adaptive direct search (MADS), a local pattern search method. By alternating between the two methods, PSO-MADS provides some amount of global exploration along with convergence to a local minimum. This was found to be useful in field development optimization problems. Standalone PSO and standalone MADS have been shown to be effective in history matching with PCA (Echeverría Ciaurri et al. 2009; Rwechungura et al. 2011) and O-PCA (Liu 2017) parameterizations. The application of PSO-MADS for history matching, which was found to be effective for the cases considered in this study, does not appear to have been reported previously.
In the example considered here, the dimension of the search space (l) is 70. A PSO swarm size of 50 is used, which means that 50 flow simulations are required at each PSO iteration. Each MADS iteration involves evaluation of a set of stencil-based trial points located around the current-best solution. This entails 2l = 140 flow simulations for the MADS version applied here. Both PSO and MADS parallelize naturally, so if 140 compute nodes are available, the algorithm can be run fully parallelized. The initial guess for the minimization in Eq. 19 is set to be a random prior realization ξ * . PSO-MADS is run in all cases for 24 iterations, which was found to provide an appropriate level of reduction in the mismatch defined in Eq. 19. Detailed optimizer settings and treatments were not explored here since the intent is to evaluate the general performance of CNN-PCA for history matching. Future work should assess both alternative PSO-MADS specifications and the use of adjoint-gradient-based minimization.
History Matching Results
Examples of prior and posterior (history-matched) O-PCA and CNN-PCA models are presented in Fig. 18 , along with the true model. The posterior models correspond to the prior models, meaning that the ξ * vector associated with the prior model is used as the initial guess in the optimization. It is evident that in the true model ( Fig. 18a) , high-permeability channels connect injector-producer pairs I1-P1 and I2-P2. These connectivities are not fully captured in the prior models ( Fig. 18b, d) , but both the O-PCA and CNN-PCA posterior models (Fig. 18c, e ) resolve these aspects of the system. Figure 19 displays water production results for producer P1. The vertical dashed line at 1000 days indicates the end of the history matching period. Prior O-PCA and CNN-PCA results are shown in Fig. 19a , c, and posterior results in Fig. 19b, d . It is evident that even though the O-PCA prior results suggest that channel connectivity is insufficient in many of the realizations (this inference derives from the fact that the water rate is quite low in some cases), posterior predictions from O-PCA are close to the true data. With CNN-PCA, the prior predictions suggest better channel connectivity in the prior models. Posterior CNN-PCA predictions, like those of O-PCA, are close to the true data. Both methods result in much smaller spreads in posterior predictions relative to the prior results. Similar behaviors are observed for well P2. For this assessment, it is evident that, although CNN-PCA provides higher-quality posterior models than O-PCA in terms of geological realism, there is not much difference in posterior flow predictions.
A more challenging type of posterior prediction is now considered. In this assessment, the performance of posterior models in predicting production for new wells located away from existing wells is evaluated. Figure 20 displays the problem setup. The two new wells, P3 and P4, are in the upper-right region of the model. Based on the true facies model, wells P3 and P4 are connected to I1 and I2 through sand channels. Both new wells begin production at the end of the history matching period (1000 days), with BHPs specified to be 315 bar. Again, the posterior models are simulated to 2000 days. Production forecasting for new wells is highly uncertain, as the prior models are not conditioned to hard data at the new well locations, and the production data observed in the first 1000 days are not sensitive to model properties in the vicinity of the new wells. Figure 21 shows O-PCA and CNN-PCA posterior models together with new wells P3 and P4. For both sets of posterior models, relatively large uncertainty is observed for facies type at the new well locations, and in the connectivity between the new wells and the existing injectors. The CNN-PCA posterior models, however, display better channel connectivity than the O-PCA models, so they would appear to be better suited to describe the uncertain range of performance associated with wells P3 and P4.
Water production rate predictions for new well P4 are shown in Fig. 22a, c . It is evident that only a relatively small fraction of O-PCA posterior models (5 out of 30)
Fig. 22
Production forecasts with new wells from the true model (red curves) and posterior models (black curves, 30 posterior models generated). a P4 water rate from O-PCA posterior models, b field oil rate from O-PCA posterior models, c P4 water rate from CNN-PCA posterior models, and d field oil rate from CNN-PCA posterior models predict water breakthrough during the simulation period. By contrast, more than half of the CNN-PCA posterior models (17 out of 30), predict the relatively early water breakthrough that occurs for the true model. Analogous results are observed for P3 water production. Also of interest are predictions for field oil rate (Fig. 22b, d) . In the true model, oil contained in the channels connecting I1 and P3, and I2 and P4, is produced when the new wells begin operating. Thus the true predictions entail a large increase in oil production rate at 1000 days. For O-PCA, half of the posterior models predict little or no increase in oil rate at this time (Fig. 22b ). In addition, portions of the true response lie outside the O-PCA posterior predictions. In comparison, most of the CNN-PCA posterior models (24 out of 30) predict a large increase in oil production at 1000 days, and the true results fall within the CNN-PCA posterior predictions.
Although the results in Figs. 21 and 22 qualitatively suggest that CNN-PCA is performing well for this problem, such a conclusion cannot be definitively drawn until CNN-PCA results are compared to those from a rigorous posterior sampling strategy such as rejection sampling. In rejection sampling, a large number of prior SGeMS realizations are generated and simulated. Realizations are rejected or accepted based on the degree of mismatch between simulation results and observed data. Predictions Rejection sampling is extremely expensive, however, and is thus not performed in this study.
CNN-PCA for Bimodal Deltaic Fan Systems
In this section, the CNN-PCA procedure is extended for application to a more complex bimodal deltaic fan system. The development is limited to the generation of realizations-no flow results will be presented. The model here corresponds to a nonstationary random field with global trends in channel direction and channel width. Thus, the spatial correlation structure of the deltaic fan model is more difficult to characterize than in the channelized case. In addition, this system is bimodal rather than binary, meaning that the properties within each of the facies are not constant, and instead follow prescribed (Gaussian) distributions. In this case, the model is defined on a 120 × 120 grid and the components of m represent log-permeability (log k) in each grid block. The procedure for generating realizations for the deltaic fan system using SGeMS is described in Vo and Durlofsky (2016) . The first step is to generate a binary facies model using the 'snesim' algorithm with local affinity transformation and rotation. Figure 23 shows the training image and local regions for affinity transformation and rotation. The training image, defined on a 250 × 250 grid, represents a binary channelized system, with the main channel orientation in the y-direction. The scaling factors for the four affinity transformation regions are 1.5, 1, 0.5, and 0.3. The rotation angles for the five rotation regions are − 45 • , − 30 • , 0 • , 30 • , and 45 • . In the next step, Gaussian realizations for log k within each facies (with mean and variance of 8 and 0.8 in sand, and 3 and 0.4 in mud) are simulated independently using the 'sgsim' algorithm in SGeMS. The log-permeability for each block is then assigned according to the binary facies model using the cookiecutter approach.
A total of N r = 1500 realizations, conditioned to hard data at 20 well locations, are generated. Figure 24 SGeMS realizations for log k (a, c) and corresponding histograms (b, d) for the bimodal deltaic fan system constructed from the SGeMS realizations. The procedure for constructing the O-PCA representation for bimodal systems is described in detail in Vo and Durlofsky (2015) . The basic idea is to post-process PCA models with the minimization
where γ is a weighting factor, and the regularization term R(x) is defined as
(22) This regularization leads to a histogram transformation to match a bimodal distribution, with the two modes at μ 1 and μ 2 and standard deviations σ 1 and σ 2 . The values for the parameters in the regularization term, together with the weighting factor γ , are determined through a preliminary optimization such that the average histograms evaluated over a set of O-PCA realizations match closely with the target average histogram computed from the N r SGeMS realizations. In this case, the optimal values for the parameters thus obtained are γ = 27.5, μ 1 = 1.9, μ 2 = 8.8, σ 2 1 = 2.8, and σ 2 2 = 2.0. The first step in constructing the CNN-PCA models is to select a reference model M ref . In this case, there is no deltaic fan training image that depicts the nonstationary spatial correlation structure. In addition, not all SGeMS realizations provide the expected geological connectivity. This is the case with the realization shown in Fig. 24c , where the main channels are 'broken' at the bottom. Therefore, one particular SGeMS realization (Fig. 24a) , which displays the expected continuity, is taken as the reference model M ref . Again, a total of N t = 3000 random PCA realizations are used to train the model transform net. In this case, the weighting factors in Eq. 13 are γ s = 7.5 and γ h = 10, both obtained through heuristic numerical experimentation (the procedure described in Sect. 4.2 could be adapted to find optimized values for γ s and γ h ).
For this case, training for three epochs (2250 iterations) requires approximately typically required more than an hour. For example, in Laloy et al. (2017 Laloy et al. ( , 2018 , training entailed hours for 2D models of similar size as the deltaic fan case considered here (13 hours for the 100 × 100 model in Laloy et al. (2017) and 6 hours for the 129 × 129 model in Laloy et al. (2018) ) on one GPU (NVIDIA Tesla K40). Since different GPUs are used between studies, wall-clock-time comparisons are not exact, though conclusions regarding relative computational requirements may still be valid given the large difference in training time.
The improved performance here is mainly due to the relatively small number of epochs required for training the model transform net. Faster convergence for CNN-PCA may be related to the fact that the model transform net is trained to learn a simpler transformation, namely that from PCA models to CNN-PCA models, in contrast to more complex transformations involving low-dimensional latent variables. In addition, in the previous studies, either an encoder network or a discriminator network needed to be trained to capture the multiple-point correlations of the models. In this study, an off-the-shelf network (the VGG-16 network) is used directly to characterize the multipoint statistics, which leads to additional savings.
It was found that even after appropriate training, there was still some discrepancy between the histogram of the models f W (m pca ) and the target histogram from the SGeMS models. Therefore, a final histogram transformation step is performed by applying O-PCA to post-process f W (m pca ). The final CNN-PCA model for the bimodal system is (analogous to Eq. 21)
where the regularization term R(x) is defined in Eq. 22. A separate preliminary optimization was performed to obtain the values for γ and the parameters in R(x). These values were found to be γ = 14.7, μ 1 = 2.9, μ 2 = 8.3, σ 2 1 = 4.1, and σ 2 2 = 1.8. Note that, using this O-PCA post-processing as the final step, the CNN-PCA procedure is differentiable and can thus be used with gradient-based history matching. Figure 25 displays a new PCA realization and the corresponding O-PCA and CNN-PCA realizations, along with the histograms for the three models. The nonstationary features, including decreasing channel width with increasing y and the fan-shaped channel structure, are honored to varying extents in the three realizations. Both the O-PCA and CNN-PCA models have bimodal histograms, while the PCA model has an essentially Gaussian histogram. In terms of channel continuity, the CNN-PCA realization appears more consistent with the reference SGeMS model (in Fig. 24 ) than the PCA and O-PCA realizations for both large channels near the bottom of the domain and smaller channels towards the top. In addition, the spurious channels present in the lower-left and lower-right portions of the PCA and O-PCA models do not appear in the CNN-PCA model. This demonstrates that CNN-PCA can be applied for the bimodal nonstationary deltaic fan system. Flow results and history matching for this and other complicated geological systems will be considered in future work. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, a deep-learning-based approach, referred to as CNN-PCA, was developed for the low-dimensional parameterization of geological models characterized by multipoint spatial statistics. CNN-PCA represents a generalization of the O-PCA method, as both procedures are based on the post-processing of PCA models to match the style of a reference model. CNN-PCA utilizes a set of metrics based on a pretrained convolutional neural network to characterize multiple point correlations, which enables the method to preserve the complex geological patterns present in the reference model (e.g., training image). A hard data loss term was applied to generate conditional CNN-PCA realizations. For the 2D systems considered in this study, CNN-PCA is essentially a direct application of the fast neural style transfer algorithm originally developed in computer vision for dealing with images. In CNN-PCA, the PCA models are post-processed quickly by feeding them through a convolutional neural network called the model transform net. The computational cost of CNN-PCA is mainly associated with the offline training of this model transform net. The training process with CNN-PCA appears to be faster than with existing deep-learning-based geological parameterization techniques. Model realizations generated using CNN-PCA were presented for a 2D binary channelized system. Even in the absence of hard data, unconditional CNN-PCA realizations provided a high level of channel continuity and uniform channel width, consistent with the reference training image. Unconditional O-PCA realizations, by contrast, do not provide the same degree of geological realism. For conditional systems, CNN-PCA models were shown to honor all hard data for the cases considered. Application of CNN-PCA for a nonstationary bimodal deltaic fan system was also presented. For this system, O-PCA was used as a final post-processing step to ensure that the histogram of the final model matched the reference histogram. The CNN-PCA realizations for the bimodal deltaic fan system were shown to preserve the global trends in channel direction and channel width.
A connectivity function was introduced to enable quantitative assessments of channel (sand) continuity in the O-PCA and CNN-PCA models relative to that in reference SGeMS models. P10, P50, and P90 results for this metric, computed in three different directions, were generated for unconditional O-PCA, CNN-PCA, and SGeMS realizations. CNN-PCA was shown to provide connectivity functions in reasonably close agreement with SGeMS connectivity functions, in contrast to those from O-PCA. It was shown that for the binary channelized system, by minimizing the mismatch between CNN-PCA and SGeMS connectivity results, an 'optimal' style weight could be determined in a relatively efficient manner. A technique for determining an appropriate value for hard data weight was also described and illustrated.
The consistency between CNN-PCA models and reference SGeMS models was further demonstrated by evaluating flow-response statistics for an oil-water two-phase flow problem. P10, P50, and P90 results and CDFs for production quantities, obtained from random SGeMS, O-PCA, and CNN-PCA realizations, were compared. CNN-PCA models were shown to provide flow statistics in close agreement with flow statistics obtained from reference SGeMS models for a challenging case involving a small amount of conditioning data (O-PCA is not as well suited for cases that lack hard data). History matching for a conditional binary channelized system was also considered. A derivative-free optimization method, PSO-MADS, was applied for the required minimization, and multiple posterior models were generated using a subspace RML procedure. Both CNN-PCA and O-PCA achieved significant uncertainty reduction for production forecasts involving existing wells, but CNN-PCA was shown to provide more realistic results than O-PCA for forecasts involving new wells.
In this study, CNN-PCA was applied for 2D systems. In future work, extensions to treat 3D systems are planned. For 3D cases, the off-the-shelf VGG-16 CNN, which was pre-trained with 2D images, is no longer directly applicable. However, the general approach of using convolutional neural networks to characterize complex (multipoint) 3D geological models should still be valid. In fact, a 3D convolutional neural network trained on video data sets could potentially be used to capture multipoint statistics in 3D geological models (Tran et al. 2015) . If correlations are weak in the vertical direction, straightforward extensions of the methodology presented in this paper may be sufficient. It is important to note that the approaches developed here, including the procedure to determine optimal style and hard data weights, can be readily extended to 3D models. For example, in 3D cases, hard data may derive from horizontal (or deviated) wells, but the hard data treatment applied here will still be valid.
Other areas for future research include the evaluation of different approaches for history matching with CNN-PCA models. Additional minimization algorithms, such as adjoint-gradient-based methods, as well as ensemble-based techniques, should be assessed. Multilevel history matching treatments along the lines of those presented in Liu (2017) should also be considered for use with CNN-PCA. Such methods enable history matching to be accomplished more efficiently in stages, using sequential sets of PCA basis components, and were shown to be effective when applied with O-PCA.
